
 

APPENDIX No. 16. 

NOTE ON THE EFFECT OF THE J<'LEXURE OP A PEXDULU~f UPON JT:,;. PJ-:HIOD OP OSCILLATJOX. 

lly C. S. PEIRCE, As"i>"tant_ 

In determining the accelerat.ion of gravity, it is necessar.r to consider the effect of the tlexure 
of the pendulum during its oscillation. 

Suppose, first, that a peudulum, otherwise rigid, has an elastic joint parallel to the knife-edge 
and at a distance r vertically below it in the position of repose. liet m11 be the mass of the piece 
of the pendulum connected with the knife, m that of the piece jointed to it; '1 0 the distance of the cen· 
ter of mass of the first piece below the knife-edge in the position of repose, It that of tlle st•coud piece 
below the joint; Yr and r the radii of g,rration of the two pieces about axes through their centers 
of mass 11arallel to the knifo-edge; &0 and 11= &0+ ot! the angular di:-;placenwnts of the t\\'O pit>ccR 

about their centers from the position of repose of the whole pemlulum. J,et Ebe the coeflicieat of 
elasticity of the joint. With this notation, the kinetic potency* is written 

F=gm0 h0 (1-cos fJ0 )+gmr (1-cos fJ0 )+gmh (1-cos fl)+~s (M1)2 

If the differential equations were formed, were made linear by the omission of terms of liig-lrnr 
degrees, and were then resolYed, the motiou would he seen to consist of two harmonic components, 
the amplitudes of which are arhitrary constants. It is, therefore, pos~dhle for one of these to van
isll, and we may assume such an equation between fJ and 1:10 as to bring aboat this result. 'l'his 
equation must express the condition that the kinetic potency shall be a minimum. It is, there
fore, 

or 
gmh . 

MJ= -- ----sm fi 
e 

The elasticity of the joint might be measured by holding the first piece of the pendulum firmly in 
the horizontal position, while the second piece stood out straight, and measuring the angular tlex
ure at the joint. Denoting this by w, the last equation gives 

gmh 
w=-----

e 

•The termpotmitial energy grates upon the ear of a student of Aristotelian philosophy, because bot~ words dcriYe 
their whole standing in language from that philosophy, and in their proper meanings are directly contradictory of one 
another. "Energy" means actuality, and "potential" means not yet actualized, RO that potential energy iR uuactual 
actna.lity. The conception of half the vis viva as an actuality or energy of which the negative of the potential is the 
corresponding potency or power, seems preferable to the contrary conception that the latter is the real "work" "r per
forma.noo, and the former merely the "power" or vu which develops it; because the negativi; of the potential may 
subsist for any length of time, but always tends to produce vis viva, while the vis viva must increase or tliminish and 
does not particularly tend to do either rather than the other. I shall, therefore, venture to call f:Smv• the kinetic act 
or kinetic energy a.nd the negative of the potential, the kinetic power or kinetic potcncr. For the sum of the two I 
olQl think of no better term than mol\1'ity or ki-'8. 
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Neglecting the square of H (and a fortiori of w) 

'I'o find the kinetic energy, we assume a system of rectangular co-ordinates having the origin 
at the middle of tlie knife-edge, the axi:,; of y lwing directed vertically downwards, and that of x 
Rideways, perpendicufar to the knife-edge. Then, writing the co-ordinates of the centflr of mass of' 
the first piece .v0 and y0 , those of that of the second piece x and y, we have 

.'l?=r sin o.+h 8ill fl y=r cos oo+ h cos fl 

(D,;r 0)'+(1\ .1/o)'=h'0 (D, fl,,)' 

The kinetic energy is, therefore, 

Neglecting the square of H, the differential equations are 

[m.,(h2,.+r'u)+mr] l)2, flo+(gm"h"+grnL+f) f.10 +nu·hD,2 0-cfi=O 

Using the 11otation 

N=BH-E 

we have the two ap1n'oximate values 

If we mea1:mre the elasticity by holding the second piece in a rigidly horizontal position and 
ohst-rving the angular sagging at the joint due to the weight of tLe first piece, we have for the 
yalne of this angle 

Snustituting we get 

B=g (mu h0 +mr+mh tf,·-1) 

'1'11cm 

M=gmh [m .. (ho'+rn')+mr] (l+ip-1)+gm (h2+y2
) (m0 ho+mr+mh ip-1)+2 gm2 rh9 ip-1 

1f' M=gmh [mo (h,'+ro')+m (h+r)'+1ny2]+gmh [mo (lto'+y02)+mr+h~±X~(m0 li0+mr)] Ii 

N =g2111h (mJt0+1nr+mhip-1) (l+1/r1)-g2m2h2¢)-2 

1f'N =g2mh [m0h0+m (h+r)] + ffmk (moko+mr) ¢ 

L=m (h"+ y~) [mo (1to2 + y,,2) +mr2] -m2r2lt2=m(lt'+y2 ) m0 (Tz0
2+y02) +m2y2r2 

If we now write 
M=m0+m 

MH=moho+m (h+r) 
MHL=tno (ho2+ro2

) +m l(r+h)2 +rJ 
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and if we denote the period of oscillation by ·r+LIT, then when¢ vanishes 

'f=n~ 
and 

2
_

112 
MHI~+ { MHL+( mo~-m )(h2+y2)+mr(~

2

-h)} ~1 
(T+L1T) - g . MH+ {MH-mh] If . 

LJT _ i S ~mo~ -m) (1~2+ y:)+mr( ~ -h) + f11,li_ l ¢' 
T -2 ~ MHL MHS 

If there are a number of stiff joints, the sum of their separate effects gives their combined effect. 
It appears, therefore, that the effect of the flexure of a pendulum upon its period of oscillation 

is virtually to lengthen it by a quantity which is generally of the same order of magnitude as the 
amount by which one extremity of the pendulum would sag if the other end were held rigidly 
horizontal. This must be quite a considerable quantity for all the reversible pendulums which 
have ever been constructed. 


